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The Anti-Bogomil Anathemas in the Synodikon 
of Tsar Boril and in the Discourse of Kosmas 

the Presbyter against the Bogomils*

During the last decade additional light has been shed on the history of the
Synodikon of the Orthodoxy in Bulgaria. It turned out that the translation 

made for the Synod against the Bogomils convoked by the Bulgarian Tzar Boril 
in 1211 has not come to us in its original version. By the end of 14th c. it was edited 
and amended in order to be installed in a liturgical-canonical collection known as 
archieratikon. The book is kept in the National Library of Sofia in Palaouzov’s col-
lection under the No 289. Apart from Synodikon it contains also several liturgical 
services (all to be carried out by the patriarch) and the horoi of three oecumeni- 
cal councils (IV, VI and VII) and of two local councils (of the council of Patriarch 
Mennas and Tomos Unionis), which include the main dogmas of Orthodoxy and 
were especially selected so as to prove the need of restoration of the veneration 
of icons1. The collection was meant to meet the needs of the eparchial metropoli-
tans, who were in charge of performing the ritual of the Triumph of Orthodoxy 
and such type of books was quite common in Byzantium2.

The work on compiling the collection was divided in two and in all probabil-
ity the two groups of editors and translators worked simultaneously. The first one 
dealt with the Synodikon and the liturgical services. The second group translated 
the respective horoi. We could not be certain whether the copyist of the famous 
Euthymios’ ieratikon pop Gerasim, who wrote the horoi was also one of the 

* This article has been written under the research project financed by the National Science Centre
(Poland). Decision number: DEC-2017/26/M/HS2/00335.
1 Details on the content of the collection, which also contains the Greek text of the horoses and four 
noted Greek chants – И. БОЖИЛОВ, А. ТОТОМАНОВА, И. БИЛЯРСКИ, Борилов синодик. Издание 
и превод, София 2010, (cetera: Борилов), p. 58–62.
2 Vide also А. ТОТОМАНОВА, Синодик царя Борила в сборнике Палаузова (НБКМ № 289), [in:] XXI 
eжегодная богословская конференция. Церковно-исторические исследования в контексте со-
временной науки, Москва 2011, p. 165–166.
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translators and editors, but his participation allows us to presume that the whole 
book was made by the order of the prominent Bulgarian spiritual leader patriarch 
Euthymios.

Leaving the text of the liturgical services untouched, the first group undertook 
a thorough revision of the text of the Synodikon on both linguistic and content 
levels. As a result not only the orthography and the grammar of the text were put 
in line with the norms of Euthymios’ Tărnovo School3 but a series of insertions and 
amendments to the texts were made. The Bulgarian synodkon contains 10 rubrics 
with personal anathemas (22а21–23а16, §§  69–78)4, which are missing in the 
Greek synodikon. They are introduced with Upon all the heretics: Anathema5, fol-
lowed by two rubrics that repeat the beginning of general iconoclastic anathemas 
on 9а21–9б20, §§ 20–25. In our view almost the whole list of anathematized her-
esiarchs in this insertion was drawn mostly from the horoi of the 7th and the 6th 
oecumenical councils and to a lesser extent, from the horos of the 4th Oecumenical 
council and of the council of Patriarch Mennas6 and does not agree with the Greek 
synodikon. Even more – the anathemas on Theodore of Pharan, Sergios and Py- 
ros, Peter and Paul –  patriarchs of Constantinople, Honorius –  Pope of Rome, 
Kyros of Alexandria, Makarios of Antioch and his disciple Stephan (23a1–7) 
have been taken directly from the horos of the 6th Oecumenical Council7. Only 
the names of Symeon Magus, Kukuvrik Manent, Eusebios, Naukratios and Jacob 
(five out of 30 mentioned Byzantine heresiarchs) and the respective anathemas are 
missing in the attached horoi and must have come from different sources.

The interrelation between the horoi and the 14th c. version of Boril’s synodikon 
could be traced in the commemorative part of the Synodikon as well. It opens with 
the list of Byzantine rulers that does not completely agree with the list in the Greek 
synodikon and begins with a praise to Constantine the Great and his mother Hel-
ena (25б20–26а3, § 106) followed by the names of Theodosios, Honorios, Theo-
dosios II and Markianos, also missing in the Greek original. Markianos and his 
mother Pulcheria in their turn are praised repeatedly as a new Constantine and 
Helena in the attached horoi8. The 14th c. editors must have also amended the lists 

3 On this matter s. А. ТОТОМАНОВА, Езикът на XIV век и съставът на Палаузовия сборник, Pbg 36, 
1, 2012, p. 24–37.
4 The folia and the paragraphs are cited according to Борилов (София 2010).
5 Here and afterwards, the fragments are quoted from the English translation by M. Paneva in 
Борилов, p. 337–377.
6 А.  ТОТОМАНОВА, Синодик царя Борила…, p.  170–171. Vide there also our polemics with 
I. Božilov who considers the horos of the Council of 843 published by J. Gouillard (Le Synodi- 
kon de l’Orthodoxie: édition et commentaire, TM 2, 1967, Appendice I, p. 293–298) to be the main 
source of this part.
7 The coinciding texts – А. ТОТОМАНОВА, Синодик царя Борила…, p. 167.
8 Ibidem, p. 168–199.
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of Bulgarian kings, queens and spiritual leaders and brought it up to their own 
time. They inserted also two historical accounts related to the Bulgarian history 
– the first one of the Synod itself (29а4–30б2, §§ 110–112) heavily influenced by
the narrative of Anna Komnena on the trial of Basil the Physician9, and the second 
– about the re-establishment of the Bulgarian Patriarchate in 1235 under Tsar Ivan
Asen II (30а3–32б10, § 113), which is also preserved in other collections10. From 
this perspective the missing name of the uniate leader of the Bulgarian Church pri-
mate (archibishop) Basilios (1204–1227) could be explained as a simple damnatio 
memoriae.

The 14th c. editors must have had at their disposal the Palaelogan version of the 
Greek synodikon as well because at the end of the Komnene’s text that was trans-
lated for the Synod of 1211 they repeated the first three (22а14–20, §§  66–68) 
of the seven general anti-iconoclastic anathemas that had already been included 
after the anathema on Gerontios of Lampe (9а21–9б20, §§ 20–25)11. In the Byz-
antine Synodikon these anathemas occupy lines G. 752–762 in the Greek Palae-
ologan version (Р) after the anathema on Gregory Palamas. The presumption that 
the editors used some Palaeologan text during their work on the Synodikon is 
supported by the fact that on f. 27, the exact place of which in the book cannot 
be identified with certainty, although disagreeing with the text of the version (P), 
anathemas upon Barlaam, Akindynos, Prohoros Kydones, Fudul and his teacher 
Piropoul (27а10–27б20, §§ 176–177) are presented.

It has not been noticed for a long time that at the end of the negative canoni-
cal part of the Synodikon there is another insertion that contains 26 rubrics with 
anathemas and praises (23а17–25б17, §§ 80–104)12. Twenty of them are anath-
emas upon basic Bogomil beliefs and practices. As the preceding personal an- 
athemas and the general anti-iconoclastic anathemas taken from the horos of the 
7th Oecumenical Council (vide above) this set of twenty anathemas is introduced 
with the exclamation: Upon all heretics: Anathema!13

9 И. БОЖИЛОВ, Въведение в проблематиката на българския синодик, [in:] Борилов, p. 37.
10 Recently A.  Nikolov published a critical edition of the account about the re-establishment of 
the Bulgarian Patriarchate in 1235 under Tsar Ivan Asen II, based on all 4 known witnesses. Vide 
А. НИКОЛОВ, Между Рим и Константинопол. Из антикатолическата литература в Бълга-
рия и славянския православен свят (ХІ–ХVІІ в.), София 2016, р. 138–141, 282–284. Vide also 
А. ТОТОМАНОВА, Езикът на XIV век…, p. 35–36; eadem, The Synodikon of Orthodoxy in Medieval 
Bulgaria, SCer 7, 2017, p. 174.
11 The anathemas are taken from the horos of the 7th Oecumenical Council. Vide J. Gouillard, 
Le Synodikon…, p. 92, note 308.
12 A. Totomanova, Synodicum Bulgaricum 1211 (Critical Edition with Introduction), [in:] The Coun-
cils of the Orthodox Churches in the Byzantine and Post-Byzantine Era, ed. A. Melloni, F. Lau-
ritzen, G. Vlantis, C. Hovorun, D. Dainese, Turnhout 2016 [= COGD, 4], p. 433; eadem, The 
Synodikon of Orthodoxy…, p. 173.
13 Cf. the Old Bulgarian text in the left column of table 2.
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The first 4 anathemas (23а18–23б16, §§ 80–83) condemn those who do not 
believe in the Holy Trinity, deny the equality of its substances and add to it a fourth 
member, called “consoler”.

The ensuing 3 anathemas (23б11–18, §§ 84–86) reprove the rejection of the 
divine incarnation and the resurrection of Christ in flesh as well as the disrespect 
towards the Holy Virgin.

The anathema on 23б19–24а1, § 87 blames those who do not believe in the 
Parousia of Christ and the Last Judgement.

The anathema on 24а2–5, §  88 curses those who do not accept God’s Law 
(i.e. Old and New Testament) and it is thematically connected with the anathema 
on 24а20–24б2, § 94 upon those who do not trust the prophets and first of all 
John the Baptist.

The anathema on 24а13–15, § 91 blames those who do not believe that God 
accepts a man repenting of his sins.

The following 2 anathemas (24а16–19, §§  92–93) rebuke the dualistic belief 
that the devil is the master of the world and the Lord did not create both heaven 
and earth.

The last 6 anathemas refer to:

• the wrong views on the Eucharist, according to which the wine and bread are
not the blood and the flesh of Christ (24б3–5, § 95);

• docetistic attitudes of the heretics who do not venerate the sacred relics and
the holy and life-giving cross (24б6–14, §§ 96–97);

• the disrespect to the holy churches that are considered mere temples and
are being ruined by the heretics together with bishoprics and monasteries
(24б15–25а8, §§ 98–99);

• those who dedicate themselves to sorcery, charming and any kind of witchcraft 
and divinations (25а20–25б8, §§ 101–102).

This part of the Synodikon contains three praises and two anathemas that
at first glance seem to interrupt the logics of the anti-Bogomil anathemas. The first 
praise Those who have come back from any heresy to the Orthodox faith and adhere 
to it with all their souls: May their memory be eternal! (24a6–9, § 89) however con-
tradicts the rejection of the repentance and the refusal of abjuration in Bogomils’ 
practices, which comes from their belief that God does not accept a man repent-
ing from his sins (24а13–15, §  91). It is thematically related to the second and 
the third praises that are for those who hold the Orthodox faith according to the 
Gospels (25а9–19, § 100) and for all boyars, priests and monks and all the peo-
ple who piously keep their devotion to the king and to the archbishops pure and 
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righteous (25б9–14, § 103). On the other hand the first praise is related to another 
praise in the positive canonical part of the Synodikon on 5б5–8: All who came to 
our Orthodox faith from the unholy Armenian faith: May their memory be eter-
nal! This eternal memory is repeated almost literally on 5б20–22: All who accepted 
Orthodox Christian faith: May their memory be eternal! and bridges the positive 
and the negative canonical parts. Therefore eternal memory for all who repented 
of the heresies logically introduces the anathema against the Armenian heresy. 
The interrelations between these rubrics are so obvious to make us think that 
the two exclamations in the positive part in the Synodikon are also inserted by the 
14th c. editors. Only the anathema, which condemns all the thieves, murderers and 
robbers somehow falls out from the anti-Bogomil and anti-heretical thematic. Yet 
on the f. 27а1–8 (§ 175) whose place in the codex is impossible to identify before 
the anathemas upon Akindynos and Barlaam a similar anathema is to be found: 
Upon all who pillage the homes of the Christians and steal horses or oxen or rob 
in the roads to damage and harm the Christians and on all who order such evil deeds 
or know about them but attempt to hush the affair: Anathema!

Despite the incongruences in this part it is clear that the Bulgarian men of let-
ters who edited and amended the 13th c. translation of the Synodikon were familiar 
with a compendium of anti-Bogomil and anti-heretical texts and included them 
in the 14th c. version of the Synodikon. On the other hand the incongruences might 
indicate the different layers of editorial intervention: the first one used the anti-
heretical texts that are scattered in different types of collections, the second one 
introduced the actual problems of the Bulgarian society at the turn of the 14th and 
the 15th cc. – the spread of different types of heresies and crimes against ordinary 
people. The inclusion of the names of 14th c. heretics and of the anathemas upon 
robbers and the thieves and those helping and covering them supports such an 
assumption. From this prospective the praises for those who keep the Christian 
values and obey to the rulers and laws are more than founded.

The 14th c. editors carried on the tradition of their predecessors (editors and 
compilers of the beginning of the 13th c.) who replaced the anti-Bogomil anath-
emas from the Constantinople version of Synodikon (G. 250–387) with the 
anathemas taken from the Letter of Patriarch Kosmas14 to the dearest metropolitan 
of Larisa in connection with the ungodly heretics15 (13б6–15б19, §§  39–52). The 
text of Kosmas was re-arranged: the first three anathemas (13б12–14a12, §§ 39–41 
/ actually No 9, 10, 11 in Kosmas’ letter) after the introduction condemn the her-
esiarch Bogomil and his docetistic concept that Jesus Christ had no human body 
and he only appears to have died on the cross together with those who dedicate 

14 It might be Kosmas I, 1075–1081 or Kosmas II Atticos, 1146–1147.
15 The text of the letter is preserved in Marcianus gr. II 74 (Coll. 1454 olim Nanianus 96), ff. 77v–79v 

of the 15th c., cf. J. Gouillard, Une source grecque du Synodik de Boril: la lettre du patriarche Cos-
mas, TM 4, 1970, p. 361–374.
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themselves to the rites of the new heresy and those who communicate with any 
of these heretics (No 4, 1, 2 in Kosmas’ letter). The next anathema (14а13–19, § 42 
/ No 3 in Kosmas’ letter) reproves those involved in the mysteries similar to the 
pagan rites on the eve of the John the Baptist birthday.

The ensuing nine anathemas refer to Bogomils’ basic beliefs such as:

• the dualistic concept that the Satan is the creator of the visible world and
of Adam and Eve (14а20–14б5, §§ 43–44 / No 1, 2 in Kosmas’ letter);

• the rejection of the Mosaic Law and of the Old Testaments in general (14б6–19,
§ 45 / No 3);

• the rejection of the baptism was tackled upon by two anathemas (14б20–15а13,
§§ 46–47 / No 4) of which the first one is missing in Patriarch Kosmas’ letter but
serves as an introduction to the second one that rebukes those who calumniate
John the Baptist and baptize without water just saying Pater noster (15а7–13,
§ 47);

• the rejection of the church services (15а14–19, § 48 / No 5) and the holy liturgy
(15а20–15б3, § 49 / No 6);

• the rejection of the Eucharist (15а20–15б3, § 50 / No 7);

• the refusal to venerate the holy cross (15б11–14, § 51 / No 8).

The last anathema taken from the letter of the Patriarch Kosmas (15б15–19,
§ 52 / No 12) casts the blame on those who accept Bogomils in the holy church
before they have performed the rite of abjuration16. The next anathema refers to 
Basil the Physician who introduced the Bogomil heresy in Constantinople under 
the Orthodox Emperor Alexius Comnenus (16а4–16б5, § 53) and it is themati-
cally related to the Bogomil movement.

The comparison between the two sets of anathemas shows that the anathemas, 
included at the end of the canonical part of the Synodikon, generally repeat the 
12 anti-Bogomil anathemas from the letter of the Patriarch Kosmas but in a sim-
pler language, more understandable to the faithful. On the other hand, their con-
tent and simple wording strongly reminds the anathemas we find in the chapter 
“On the faith” of the Discourse of Kosmas the Presbyter against the Bogomils. The 
anathemas there refer to17:

16 The 12th  c. formulas of abjuration and confession for Bogomils are studied and published by 
P. Eleuteri, A. Rigo, Eretici, dissident, musulmani ed ebrei a Bysanzio, Venezia 1993, p. 125–134, 
153–155. We are convinced that Upon those who accept any of these heretics in Gods holy church, 
before they’ve confessed and cursed the whole heresy, as it has been said: Anathema! refers to the de-
scribed rituals.
17 Vide table 2. The text of the Discourse against the Bogomils is cited according to the edition of 
Ю. БЕГУНОВ, Козма Презвитер в славянских литературах, София 1973.
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• all who are not true Christians (condemns all who do not love Christ),

• the twisted concepts of the Holy Trinity,

• the wrong views on the Eucharist,

• the disrespect to the Holy Virgin,

• the refusal to venerate the holy cross,

• iconoclastic attitudes,

• the rejection of the New Testament,

• the rejection of the prophetic predictions,

• the refusal to worship the relics of saints,

• the rejection of the liturgical services and prayers,

• the dualistic concept that God did not create the visible word,

• the twisted New Testament,

• the rejection of the Mosaic Law,

• disrespect to the church hierarchy, established by the Lord and the Apostles
(No 14, 15),

• the rejection of marriage,

• the blames on those who eat meat and drink wine according to the Law.

The anti-Bogomil anathemas of the Discourse were extracted and included
in two anti-heretical compilations: a Bulgarian Compilation against the Bogomil 
Theodor of Sicily and a Russian Compilation made by the Metropolitan of Kiev 
Georgij the Greek installed in The Commandments of the Holy Fathers to the con-
fessing sons and daughters. According to Begunov’s opinion the anathemas in the 
Commandments were not borrowed directly from the Discourse and its compiler 
Georgij the Greek used the Bulgarian compilation as a text mediator. The Bulgarian 
compilation is preserved in the Nomocanon of Ustjug (beginning of the 14th c.) and 
in the so called Joasaph’s Nomocanon (beginning of the 16th c.)18. The latter proves 
the high prestige of these anathemas and ensures their dissemination all over the 
Orthodox Slavonic world. Both compilations are critically edited and published by 
Begunov19. In our opinion the 14th c. editors of the Bulgarian Synodikon must have 
been familiar with a compilation of this type.

The table 1 below displays all Bogomil topics tackled upon in the tree sets of 
anathemas and confirms the thematic connection between them:

18 Ibidem, p. 28–33.
19 Ibidem, p. 393–399.
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Table  1

Thematic connections between §§ 80–104 of Bulgarian Synodikon and Discourse 
of Kosmas the Presbyter and Letter of Patriarch Kosmas in §§ 39–52 

of Bulgarian Synodikon

P 23а17–25б17, §§ 80–104 Kosmas the Presbyter Patriarch Kosmas
in P 13б6–15б19, §§ 39–52

§ 79
all heretics

1 all heretics and pagans §§ 39–40
Bogomils

§§ 80–83 2 the twisted concepts of 
the Holy Trinity

§ 96 3 the wrong views on 
the Eucharist

§ 85 4 the disrespect to 
the Holy Virgin

§§ 46–47
refusal of baptism

§§ 84–86 §§ 40–41 no Divine Incar- 
nation and resurrection

§ 87
no Parousia of Christ and 
Last Judgement

§ 97 5 the refusal to venerate 
the holy cross

§ 51

§ 91 § 52
no repentance

6 iconoclastic attitudes

§ 88 7 the rejection of the 
New Testament

§ 94 8 the rejection of the 
prophetic predictions
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P 23а17–25б17, §§ 80–104 Kosmas the Presbyter Patriarch Kosmas
in P 13б6–15б19, §§ 39–52

§ 97 9 the refusal to worship 
the relics of saints

§ 97 10 the rejection of 
the liturgical services 
and prayers

§§ 48–49

§§ 92–93 11 the dualistic concept 
that God did not create 
the visible word

§§ 43–44

§ 88 12 the twisted New 
Testament

§ 88 13 the rejection of 
the Mosaic law

§ 45

14–15 disrespect to the 
church hierarchy, estab-
lished by the Lord and 
the Apostles

16 the rejection of 
marriage

17 the blames on those 
who eat meat and drink 
wine according to the Law

§§ 98–99
the disrespect to the holy 
churches, bishoprics and 
monasteries

§§ 101–102
against sorcery, charming 
and any kind of witch-
craft and divinations

§§ 40–42

As one may see the anathemas at the end of the Synodikon refer to most Bogomil 
beliefs and practices condemned by Kosmas the Presbyter except the iconoclastic 
attitudes, which are ascribed to all heretics in general post-iconoclastic period20, 

20 A. Rigo, L’Assemblea generale atonita del 1344 su un gruppo di monaci bogomili (ms. Vat.Gr. 604 
ff. 11r–12v), CS 5, 1984, p. 486–487; idem, Monaci esicasti e monaci bogomili. Le accuse di messalianismo 
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the rejection of marriage, meat and wine according to the Christian Law. The 
disrespect to the holy churches, bishoprics and monasteries is connected to 
the disrespect to the church hierarchy. In addition there are some topics in com-
mon with the Letter of Patriarch Kosmas: the Bogomils’ attitude to the Divine 
Incarnation and Resurrection, the repentance and its consequences, witchcraft, 
sorcery and pagan rites in Bogomils’ communities. Only here we find information 
that Bogomils do not believe in the Parousia of Christ and the Last Judgment.

Table  2

Comparison between anathemas from §§ 80–104 of Bulgarian Synodikon 
and anathemas from Discourse of Kosmas the Presbyter

Synodikon 23а17–25б17, 
§§ 80–104 Kosmas the Presbyter

23а17
Въсѧ є҆реткы, а҆наѳема

79 же не любть г(о)с(под)а нашего 
(с)ѵ(са) Х(р)с(т)а, да бꙋдет’ 
проклѧт’

1

23а18–23б1
же пра́вѣ ҆ блгоьствѣ 
невѣ́рѹѫщхь въ стѫѧ ҆ е҆д-
носѫ́щнѫѧ ҆ жвѡтво́рѧщѫѧ 
̓ нераꙁдѣлнѫѧ тр҇ⷪцѫ въ е̓дного 
стннаго ба, а҆наѳема гⷳ҇.

80 же не вѣрꙋють въ с(вѧ)тꙋю 
 нераꙁлꙋмую тро()цю, 
да | бꙋдет’ проклѧт’

2

23б2–4
Въсѣхь тво́рѧщхь сна га нашего 
і̓ѵ ха менша а̓ не равна прѣвѣномѹ 
е҆го ѻцѹ, а҆наѳемⷶ гⷳ҇.

81

23б5–7
же не ҆сповѣдѹеть прѣстого 
бжїа дха равносѫщна ѻцѹ ҆ снѹ, 
а҆наѳема гⷳ҇

82

23б8–10
Прлагаѫщхь къ бжⷭ҇твѹ ет-
врътаго ба ҆ того ѹ҆тѣштелѣ 
нарѧщхь, а҆наѳема гⷳ҇ +

83

e bogomilismo rivolte agli esicasti ed il problema dei rapporti tra esicasmo e bogomilismo, Firenze 
1989 [= OV, 2], p. 198–200, 248–254.
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Synodikon 23а17–25б17, 
§§ 80–104 Kosmas the Presbyter

23б11–13
же сна бжїа нетлѣннѫ плътъ 
ѿ прѣстыѫ дѣвы бцѫ пре҆мша 
нар́еть, а҆наѳема: гⷳ҇ +

84 же не молт сѧ со упованїемъ 
с(вѧ)тѣ б(огород)ц М(а)рї, 
да вꙋдет’ проклѧт’,

4

23б14–15
же двѫѫ ҆ бцѫ про́стѫ женѫ 
нар́ѧщхь, а҆наѳема гⷳ҇ +

85

23б16–18
Не҆сповѣдѹѫщхь въседѹшно 
сна бжїа съ плътїѫ въꙁшедша 
къ ѻ҆цѹ, а҆наѳема гⷳ҇ +

86

23б19–24а1
Невѣ́рѹѫщⷯⷯ хо́тѧщомѹ бы́т 
въскрсенїѹ ̓ же ѿ вѣка ѹ̓мершїⷯ 
тѣлесемь въстанїѹ  еже на сѫⷣ 
гню пршествїю, а̓на҇ⷴ г҇ⷳ

87

24а2–5
Въсѣхь же ꙁа́конѹ бжїѹ 
протвѧщїх сѧ, на а҆плⷭ҇кыⷯ 
҆ ѿьскыхь прѣданї 
непремлѧщхꙿ,
а҆наѳема гⷳ҇ +

88 же словесъ еѵ(ан)галскых’ 
 ап(о)с(то)льскых’ не мат’ 
въ (е)сть, да бꙋдет’ проклѧт’.

же раꙁвращаеть ѡ собѣ словеса 
еѹ(ан)галска  ап(о)с(то)льскаꙗ, 
а не дръжть, ꙗкож(е) справша 
с(вѧ)тї муж, да будет’ проклѧт’.

же не творт’ б(о)гѡм’ б(о)года-
наго Мѡѵсїемъ ꙁакона, ѡ себѣ 
нѣкако блѧдѹт’, да бꙋдет’ про-
клѧт’.

7

12

13

24а6–9
҆же ѿ каковы лбо е҆рес прше́д-
шїмь къ православнѣ вѣ́рѣ 
҆ въседѹшно т̑ѫ дръжѫщⷨ҇, 
вънаа ҆мь памѧть

89
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24а10–12
Въсѣхь прѡбщаѫщх (sic!) сѧ 
къ а҆рмѣнстѣ вѣрѣ ҆ слѹ́жбамꙿ 
 мѫдрованїѹ ҆хь, а҆наѳема гⷳ҇

90

24а13–15
Глѧщхь ꙗ҆ко не пре҆млеть бъ 
лка каѫща сѧ ѡ҆ свохь грѣсѣхь, 
а҆наѳема гⷳ҇ +

91

24а16–17
Нарѧщхь мродръжца быт 
дїа́вола, а҆на́ѳема гⷳ҇ +

92 же всеꙗ твар, вдмыꙗ 
 невдмыꙗ, не мнть б(о)гомъ 
створены, да бꙋдеть 
проклѧт’.

11

24а18–19
Не҆сповѣдѹѫщⷯ сна бжїа тво́рца 
сѫща нбсе ҆ ꙁемл, а҆наѳем гⷳ҇

93

24а20–24б2
Невѣрѹѫщїхь і҆ѡ҆а҆ннѹ крⷭ҇тлю 
҆ прѡ́їмь въсѣмь прⷪ҇ркѡмъ 
же бышѫ проповѣднц стѣ 
трⷪ҇ц, а҆на́ѳема гⷳ҇

94 же с(вѧ)тыхъ прор(о)къ не 
творт’ с(вѧ)т(ы)мъ д(ѹ)хѡм’ 
прор(о)ьствовавша, но ѡ своемь 
ꙋмѣ, да будет’ проклѧт’.

8

24б3–5
Непре҆млѧщхь стое прѧщенїе 
ꙗ҆ко самѫѧ плъть ҆ кръвь хвѫ 
сѫ́щѫ, а҆на́ѳема гⷳ҇ +

95 же с(вѧ)т(а)го комканьꙗ не 
мнть с(вѧ)т(а)го тѣла  крове 
Х(р)с(то)вы, да вꙋдет’ проклѧт’.

3

24б6–10
Некла́нѣѫщх сѧ стыхь мощем 
же раꙁлнѣ бжⷭ҇҇твнѫѧ блгⷣть по-
даваѫщмь въсѣмь ҆же вѣроѫ къ 
нмь прхо́дѧщмь, а҆на́ѳема гⷳ҇ +

96 же с(вѧ)тыхъ всѣх’ не теть, 
н кланѧет сѧ с любовью мощемъ 
х’, да бꙋдет’ проклѧт’.

9

24б11–14
Некла́нѣѫщх сѧ ⷭ҇тномѹ 
҆ жвѡтво́рѧщомѹ крⷭ҇тѹ. ҆л 
стыѫ лтѹргѧ хѹ́лѧщхь 
҆ въсѧ црковныѫ пѣсн, 
а҆наѳема гⷳ҇

97 же не кланѧет сѧ со страхѡм’ 
естномꙋ кр(е)стꙋ г(о)с(под)ню, 
да бꙋдет’ проклѧт.

же хꙋлть с(вѧ)тыꙗ лтꙋргїа || 
 всѧ м(о)л()твы, преданыꙗ хр()
стїанѡм’ ап(о)с(то)лы  ѡ(т)ц 
с(вѧ)т(ы)м, да бꙋдет’ проклѧт’.

5

10
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24б15–19
же стыѧ бжїѧ црквы прѡ́сты 
храмы нарѧщхь въ нхже въсе 
хрїстїанꙿство ѻ҆сщает сѧ ҆ ѻ҆бна-
влѣет сѧ ҆ бжїе мѧ сла́вт сѧ, 
а҆наѳема гⷳ҇ +

98 же не мнть ц(е)рк(о)вьных’ са-
новъ г(о)с(под)емъ  ап(о)с(то)лы 
състроенъ, да бꙋдеть проклѧт’.

14

24б20–25а8
же стымь црквамь е҆пкⷭ҇пїам же 
҆ монастремь ҆ ҆нымь прѡ́ї-
мь црквамь достоанїа прѣда́наа 
ѿ блговѣрныхь цре ̓ бгобо-
а̓ꙁнвыхь хрїстїань ꙁапеа́тлѣннаа 
ꙁлатым пеатм ҆ простым 
псанꙿм ѻ҆кѹшаѫщх сѧ 
раꙁⷣрѹшт ҆ ѿтръгнѫт то 
лбо ѿ ҆хже къ бѹ въꙁло́женыⷯ, 
а҆на́ѳема гⷳ҇ +

99 же на лꙋкахъ, а не всею мыслью 
прїмаеть правла сего, да бꙋдеть 
проклѧт’.

15

25а9–19
Въсѣмь дръжѫщмь православ-
нѫѧ вѣрѫ ѹ҆сръдно же ҆ стѣ 
҆ архїереѫ ҆мѧщмь ꙗ҆ко самы 
҆мѧщⷾ҇ ѡбраꙁь га нашего і҆ѵ ха по 
гню гласѹ реенномѹ въ є҆ѵⷢ҇лї, 
слѹшаѫ ваⷭ҇, мене слѹшаеть. 
҆ пакы. є҆лка а҆ще свѧжете на
ꙁемл ҆ прѡ́аа. ҆ пре҆млѧщⷯ 
тѣхь блⷭ҇венїа съ ѹ҆сръдїемь 
҆ топлоѫ вѣрѻѫ ҆ ꙁапрѣщенїа ҆хꙿ
боѫщм сѧ, вѣнаа па́мѧⷮ  гⷳ҇

100

25а20–25б4
же каковѣмь лбо ѹ҆хыщренїемꙿ 
҆л бы́лїемь ҆л ародѣ́анїемꙿ 
҆л ѻ҆баанїемь. ҆л влъхвованї 
вражїм. ҆л ѡ҆травоѫ покѹст 
сѧ врѣдт црѣ помаꙁанка гнѣ, 
таковаго а҆на́ѳема гⷳ҇ +

101
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25б5–8
же влъхвованїѻмь ҆л ѻ҆баанїѡ-
мь ҆л ародѣанїѻмь нѣкымь. 
҆л прорцанїѡмь себе въ-
даѫщхь, а҆наѳема̑ гⷳ҇ +

102

25б9–14
Въсѣмь болѣрѡмь ма́лым же 
҆ велкымь. і҆е҆ре̑ѡм же ҆ рън-
цемь ҆ въсемѹ нарѡдѹ. же съ 
блгопокоренїемь сⷡѣꙸкѫ прꙗꙁнь 
́стѫ ҆ пра́вѫ хра́нѧщмь къ 
црю же ҆ а҆рхїереѡмь, венаа ⷨ҇ паⷨ.

103

25б15–17
Въсѣхь же татемь ҆ ѹ҆бїцамꙿ 
 раꙁбѡ́нкѡмь ҆ прѡ́їмъ 
такѡвымь посѡбствѹѫщⷯ а҆наⷴ

104

25б18–19
Хс побѣда. хс црⷭ҇твꙋеть. хс радоⷭ҇ 
҆ вѣра хрⷭ҇тїанꙿска. спс г вѣрѫ 
хр҇ⷭтїанс…

105

The editors seem to have summarized here at the end of the canonical part 
of the Synodikon all they reproved of Bogomils’ behavior and theology and placed 
it before the exclamation: Christ is victory, Christ rules, Christ is the joy of Chris-
tian faith. God save Christian faith! The exclamation strongly reminds of the 
refrain of laudes regiae “Christus vincit, Christus regnat, Christus imperat” and 
comes from the Byzantine ceremonial being a shortened version of the exclama-
tions given by Sards to the emperors that are included by Constantine Porphyro- 
genitus in chapter 43 of De Cerimoniis21. Is the fact that the canonical part of the 
Bulgarian Synodikon ends with an exclamation related to the history of Bulgarian 
lands and especially to the region of Serdica / Sardica just a mere coincidence? 
Could it be that the exclamation is a reminiscence of the anti-Arian council con-
vened in the city of Serdica between 340 and 34722? Given the fact that Matej 

21 Vide Corpus scriptorum historiae Byzantinae, vol. 16–17: Constantini Porphyrogeniti Imperatoris. 
De cerimoniis aulae Byzantinae libri duo, vol. I–II, ed. J.J. Reiske, Bonnae 1829–1830, p. 650–651.
22 On the date and the statute of this council – В. ВАЧКОВА, Сердикийският събор: 1670 години 
история и интерпретации, София 2013.
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Gramatik who wrote the Vita of Saint Nikola Novi of Sofia in 16th c. refers to the 
city as to the great city of Sardica called Sredec23, that is a plausible hypothesis. 
But we do not know for sure. What we certainly know is that the Bulgarian part 
of the 14th c. version of the Synodikon together with the diptychs and historical 
accounts was included into the so called Drinov copy of Synodikon (MS No 432 
in the National Library). The first canonical part of the Synodikon in this codex is 
replaced with a different 14th c. translation of the Palaeologan version of the Greek 
Synodikon24. The question why Patriarch Euthymius did not order such a transla-
tion remains still unanswered.
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Abstract. During the last dеcade the history of the Synodikon of the Оrthodoxy in Medieval Bul-
garia has been tackled upon from different points of view. The author of this paper provided sub-
stantial evidence proving that the Synodikon of Tsar Boril did not survive in its original form. 
By the end of the 14th c. the original translation was amended and edited in order to be installed 
in a canonical-liturgical compilation (archieratikon) that includes texts and services related to the 
Feast of Orthodoxy. The compilation is kept in the National Library in Palauzov’s collection No 289. 
Additional information about the different sources of some rubrics of the Synodikon, which do 
not correspond to its Greek version, was also provided. Recently we have discovered that the text, 
preserved in a collection of Damasckin type from the beginning of 16th c. (Drinov’s copy) represents 
indeed a compilation: its first part (the canonical one) contains the translation of the Palaeologan 
version of the Synodikon, which survived also in a triodion from the Library of the Romanian 
Academy of Sciences. The second part of the compilation however coincides with the text of the 
Synodikon of Tsar Boril with all amendments related to the Bulgarian history – rulers, patriarchs, 
bishops and nobles. This “Bulgarian” part of the Synodikon includes a series of anathemas against 
Bogomils, that do not have Greek correspondences and generally repeat the anti-Bogomils anath-
emas taken from the Letter of Patriarch Kosmas in a simpler language more understandable to 
the faithful. This paper is tracing the connection between these anathemas and the Anti-Bogomils 
anathemas in the Discourse of Kosmas the Presbyter against the Bogomils.
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